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Hidden Agenda (con't...)

Last month's underground
nuclear test by North Korea
earns that nation the Plutonian
Backhand-of-the-Month Award
for June. Maybe North Korea's
followup launching of three
short-range missiles is a test of
its east coast defense capabilities
but a second nuclear test in three
years only means one thing. It's
time for the United States to put
North Korea back on the list of
possible terrorist countries and
it's also time for the United
Nations to stand behind the U.S.
and make life hell for North
Korea's communist regime.
Then and only then will
revolution in that nation take it's
natural course and deliver North
Korea into the peace-keeping
community of the 21st Century.

as much as Judge Sotomayor's
judicial past. Any federal court
of appeals judge who once
declared that a "court of
appeals is where policy is
made" has publicly unmasked
her own hidden agenda. By
admitting that, as a student at
Princeton University, she felt
like "a visitor landing in an
alien country", she's telling us
that a country made up of
white people is alien to her. In
a 2002 lecture, Judge
Sotomayor declared, "I would
hope that a wise Latina woman
with the richness of her
experiences would more often
than not reach a better
conclusion than a white male
who hasn't lived that life." We
at the Observer wonder if the
reverse wouldn't also be true
and, in that case, what was the
point of this inane statement
except to announce a hidden
judicial agenda that is tainted
with racism? The very fact that
President Obama is hoping
that her non-white life
experiences are what will
make her an effective Supreme
Court Justice pretty much says
it all. Racism is racism. No
matter how you slice it and the
highest court in any nation is
no place for racism to be
meted out.

A Peek at Obama's
Hidden Agenda
From our giant orbiting
telescope out near the Van Allen
Belts, it sure looks like U.S.
President Barack Obama has
finally pulled out his hidden
agenda for making domestic
policy. His selection of federal
appeals judge Sonia Sotomayor
for the U.S. Supreme Court
smacks of political activism just

Swine Flu Part of
Hidden Alien Agenda
It's not easy being a more highly
advanced planet and having to
watch misery, murder and
mayhem unfurl on a neighboring
planet in the same solar system.
We Plutonians have a hands-off
policy where Earth is concerned
because every planet has the
right to make its own place in
the cosmos, good or bad. Still, it
galls us to know for a fact that
major illnesses such as cancer,
Alzheimer's Disease, influenza,
AIDS and other Earthling
ailments are not products of
nature but by-products of
manipulative and criminal alien
minds. When such minds are
coupled with the hidden agendas
of underground planetary
governments, the result is
population control and political
advantage. It's no way to run a
planet.

In the next issue of

The Pluto Observer
L Pluto's sizeable bid for the
old Hubble Telescope.
L When to wave down a UFO
and when to run from one.
L The best Venus health spas.
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